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Mack Trucks announced today that the Mack® LR and Mack TerraPro® models are available to order with 

the optional HAULMAXX EX suspension system, improving capability, uptime, and total cost of ownership.

“The newly available HAULMAXX EX suspension on our cab-over models gives our customers more choice 

and offers increased capability offering capacities of 40,000 pounds, 46,000 pounds, and now 52,000 

pounds, with up to a 75,000-pound site rating,” said Josh Seiferth, Mack Trucks cabover product manager. 

“The heavy-duty rubber suspension also increases durability and maximizes the life of the components for 

improved uptime and total cost of ownership for the customer.”

The HAULMAXX EX features a unique progressive load spring system that easily adjusts to the load for an 

enhanced combination of empty-ride quality and loaded stability. Angled bolster springs and unique pro-

gressive load springs provide exceptional stability for demanding applications.

The suspension design delivers an improved ride, reduced road shock, wheel hop and vibrations to the 

vehicle for longer service life and fewer repairs. The design requires no lubrication, has fewer bushings to 

maintain and features an integrated jounce stop that protects the rubber components from compression, 

ultimately reinforcing the vehicle’s durability.

Mack LR and TerraPro models equipped with the HAULMAXX EX suspension offer increased tire clearance 

and up to 17 inches of diagonal wheel articulation for excellent off-road mobility on the challenging terrain 

Mack® LR and  
Mack TerraPro® Models  
Now Available with HAULMAXX EX Suspension
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often encountered by vocational trucks. The tire clearance was improved on the HAULMAAX EX to include 

packages with 315 tires and nine-inch steel wheels, while continuing to meet the SAE standard for tire chain 

clearance.

The Mack LR model is designed to meet the challenges of refuse customers needing superior maneuver-

ability, increased productivity, and improved visibility. The LR model comes standard with the Mack 11-liter 

MP®7 engine, delivering up to 355 horsepower and 1,260 lb.-ft. of torque.

Mack’s rugged TerraPro model enables customers to pack maximum payload into a compact footprint. The 

TerraPro is available with the Mack MP7 and 13-liter Mack MP®8 engine with up to 505 horsepower and 

1,869 lb.-ft of torque, as well as the Mack mDRIVE™ automated manual transmission.

The HAULMAXX EX suspension replaces the HAULMAAX and HN suspensions previously available on these 

models.

Both the LR and TerraPro models are standard with Mack GuardDog® Connect integrated telematics solu-

tion that proactively monitors the truck to help prevent unplanned downtime events.

For more information, visit your local Mack Trucks dealer or www.macktrucks.com    •

http://clickmetertracking.com/voltec
http://clickmetertracking.com/ringpower1
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With the next CONEXPO-CON/AGG and International Fluid Power Exposition (IFPE), being just a year 

away, construction pros can expect a next-level experience when they arrive at the Las Vegas Conven-

tion Center, March 14-18, 2023.

The most obvious project underway during the last show was the construction of the new West Hall 

and adjacent Diamond Lot on the site of the old Gold Lot. The other was the Tesla-powered people 

mover, now called the “LVCC Loop,” underground transport project being built under the LVCC. Now 

that both projects are complete, CONEXPO-CON/AGG, and the co-located IFPE will make full use of 

both.

“AEM and our show committees of industry leaders are working to take advantage of everything that 

has changed in Las Vegas to deliver a top-notch event delivering the latest innovations and best prac-

tices to help construction pros take their businesses and careers to the next level,” said Dana Wuest-

The Countdown Begins Now: CONEXPO-CON/AGG & IFPE 2023
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hoff, show director of CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2023. “Between the West Hall and Diamond Lot bringing a 

lot of displays closer to the rest of the show as well as serving as a connector to the Festival Lot, and 

the LVCC Loop making it effortless to get across the entire Las Vegas Convention Center, it’s never been 

easier for attendees to see everything they want to learn about when they get there.”

According to the Las Vegas Convention Center, the new West Hall provides an additional 1.4 million 

square feet of indoor space, including 600,000 square feet of “technologically advanced” exhibit space. 

CONEXPO-CON/AGG is making 

West Hall a hub for earthmoving 

and materials handling displays 

in 2023, the largest of which 

include Case, K-Tec/Ashland, 

Hitachi and Hyundai.

“When you attend CONEX-

PO-CON/AGG, you are able to 

see an item, touch it, sit in it, 

sometimes operate it and dis-

cuss it with the engineers and 

manufacturers,” said Brian Dietz, 

of Bob Dietz & Sons, an exca-

vating contractor in New York’s 

Hudson Valley. “When you walk 

up to a machine and talk to 

someone, you get answers that 

you are not going to get any-

where else. No local equipment 

dealer that can provide that. The 

event also helps you stay on top 

of the latest trending technolo-

gy.”

The Diamond Lot, attached to 

Power Quality Analyzers & Loggers

March 1 • Denver, CO

http://clickmetertracking.com/maddox
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the west of West Hall, will have a large variety of 

exhibits from Business Operations to Hauling to 

Portable Power to Underground Construction. 

The largest exhibitors in this area include Bauer 

Equipment, CZM Foundation Equipment, Trail 

King, and Hammer & Steel. 

The LVCC Loop, which features new electric Tesla 

vehicles carrying attendees around the LVCC, is 

the other major addition to the show. With stops 

in the South Hall (providing easy access to both 

floors of South Hall and IFPE exhibits), running 

to Central Hall (providing access to Central and 

North Halls) and finishing at Diamond Lot (provid-

ing access to West Hall), CONEXPO-CON/AGG and 

IFPE attendees can save themselves a lot of steps 

getting around. And with shuttle service carrying 

construction pros from West Hall to the Festival 

Lot where the largest exhibits at the show are, 

seeing the whole show has never been easier.

“In the construction business, everything we talk 

about is benchmarked by the last CONEXPO-CON/

AGG we went to,” said Bruce Barnhart, owner 

of Barnhart’s Custom Services, an excavating 

contractor in the Eastern Iowa Corridor. “It’s like 

everything revolves around CONEXPO-CON/AGG. 

Even our conversations with our employees years 

after the show connect back to what we saw and 

learned at the show. Also, the hospitality by the 

manufacturers is a major highlight. At CONEX-

PO-CON/AGG you have fun, and you learn.”    •

http://clickmetertracking.com/bucrope1
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You’ll Need All Five Days to See What’s New

Registration is now open for CONEXPO-CON/AGG and the International Fluid Power Exposition (IFPE), 
running March 14-18, 2023 at the Las Vegas Convention Center and Las Vegas Festival Grounds in Las 
Vegas, Nevada. North America’s largest construction trade show will feature more than 1,800 exhibi-
tors across over 2.7 million square feet, showcasing the most advanced equipment and construction 
industry innovations. 

“We are thrilled to return to Las Vegas in March of 2023 to bring the construction industry together. If 
you’re a construction professional, you won’t want to miss this opportunity to see the industry in action 
and learn new ways to take your business to the next level,” said CONEXPO-CON/AGG Show Director 
Dana Wuesthoff. “No other show brings together as many segments of the construction and aggre-
gates industries in one place. Be sure to register early so you can take advantage of the best badge and 
travel rates.”   

When you register at either CONEXPOCONAGG.com or IFPE.com, you can set up your badge, education 
selections, and hotel accommodations all in one place. 

The Festival Lot returns for 2023 as the biggest outdoor display area, featuring earthmoving and lifting 

Be First in Line: Registration Now Open for CONEXPO-CON/AGG, IFPE
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(aerial and crane) equipment. It is better con-
nected to the rest of the show via the brand-new 
West Hall and Diamond Lot, which were under 
construction during the 2020 show. Also complete 
for the upcoming show, the Tesla-powered LVCC 
Loop, an underground tunnel hosting Tesla vehi-
cles running in a loop from the Diamond Lot to 
the Central Hall and the South Hall, home of IFPE. 

“IFPE is the heart and soul of the equipment 
manufacturing industry,” said IFPE Show Director 
John Rozum. “Because we feature the fluid power, 
power transmission and motion control technolo-
gy that makes everything in the industry move. In 
addition to that, IFPE education sessions and Fluid 
Power Workshops qualify for Professional Devel-
opment Hours.”  

The education component of CONEXPO-CON/AGG 
is top notch as well. With 170+ sessions covering 
everything from aggregates to technology solu-
tions, the comprehensive education at the show 
is the leading source for those in the industry 

to obtain cutting-edge information for today’s 
business challenges and opportunities. There are 
several education packages to choose from while 
registering for the show from single sessions to 
multi-day passes. New this year are a Business 
Bootcamp and a Leadership Series   that include 
recommended sessions on Strategic Decision 
Making for Increased Margins, Financial Essentials 
for Non-Financial Leaders, and How to be a Con-
struction Leader Worth Following , among other 
tailored courses.   

Attendees need to plan for and get ready to talk, 
test, and connect with today’s leading construc-
tion experts. The full list of exhibitors is available 
to help plan your experience and meet the man-
ufacturers and innovators whose products and 
services can enhance your business. 

After you’ve registered and before your plane 
leaves for Vegas, make sure you subscribe to 
CONEXPO-CON/AGG 365 to get the latest updates 
on the show and the industry all in one place.     •

http://clickmetertracking.com/greaves
http://clickmetertracking.com/bashlin
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MODELS PHASE VOLTAGE SPD TYPE AGENCY ENCLOSURE MAX SURGE

 ICM530 3-PHASE DELTA 240VAC  or  WYE 120/208VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

ICM531 3-PHASE DELTA 480VAC  or  WYE 277/480VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

ICM532 3-PHASE DELTA 600VAC  or  WYE 347/600VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

ICM533 3-PHASE DELTA HIGH-LEG 120/240VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

http://clickmetertracking.com/vivax-metrotech
http://clickmetertracking.com/icm
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Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces new Stand-up Zipper Bags, 

in a 2-Pack with 7-Inch and 14-Inch sizes, both designed to handle tough jobsite conditions and stand 

up so tools and small parts can be easily accessed when working.

Stand-up Zipper Bags, 7-Inch and 14-Inch, 2-Pack (Cat. No. 55559) 

• Perfect for storing pliers, wrenches, screwdrivers, drill bits and other small tools and parts 

• 4 1/2’’ tall zipper bags come in two sizes:

Klein Tools® Launches New 
Stand-up Zipper Bags for Storing 
Tools and Small Parts on Jobsite



Ask us  
about our new  
coverage option –  
Communicable  
Disease  
Liability To get your free  

custom insurance  
quote for the 

construction industry, 
visit www.xinsurance.com

You can also contact  
Logan Fitzgerald directly at 

801.304.5562 or  
loganf@xinsurance.comXINSURANCE is powered by Evolution Insurance 

Brokers, LC (“EIB”), an excess and surplus lines 
insurance brokerage. XINSURANCE is a DBA of 
EIB, which is domiciled in and has its principal 
place of business in Sandy, Utah. This insur-
ance product is offered by an unlicensed 
surplus lines insurer. The NPN for EIB 
is 5464658 and CA license number is 
0H93938.

Custom Insurance for the
Construction Industry

With XINSURANCE, You Get…

>  All-In-One Approach

>  Agent Friendly

>  Limits up to $10MM

>  Property & Casualty

>  Professional Liability

>   Commercial Auto Liability 
(available in most states)

>  Products Liability 

>  Exclusions/Gaps in 
    Current Coverage & More

   

http://clickmetertracking.com/xinsurance
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 o 14’’ (36.6 cm) dark gray

 o 7’’ (17.8 cm) royal blue 

• 2’’ gusseted bottom increases capacity and allows zipper bags to stand up creating easy access to 

tools 

• Aluminum carabiners clip to tool bags or tool belts (not for human support) 

• Heavy-duty, water resistant 1680d ballistic weave material 

• Reinforced bottom (2520d ballistic weave) to help prevent sharper tools and parts from wearing 

through 

• Durable zippers with string pull make opening and closing the bags easier, even with gloves on

“Trade professionals have to carry a variety of small tools and parts as part of their daily jobsite activ-

ities,” says Scott Rabe, senior product manager at Klein Tools. “Klein Tools’ new Stand-up Zipper Bags 

are designed to carry all of these small items, and are made of heavy-duty ballistic weave material, 

with reinforced bottoms to help prevent sharp tools and parts from wearing through. The bottoms are 

also gusseted to allow them to stand up, giving easy access to tools. On top of all that, the bags come 

together in a 2-pack, with 7-Inch and 14-Inch sizes, so you have options to choose what works best for 

your job.”

For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for #NewKleins on social me-

dia.

www.kleintools.com/new-products    •
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DECKED introduces Traction Mat by SeaDek to combat the aggravation of cargo or gear sliding around 

in your truck bed. DECKED partnered with SeaDek to bring its renowned, marine-grade, self-adhesive, 

closed-cell ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) foam padding to the DECKED truck bed Drawer System.

DECKED’s patented Drawer System helps your truck bed work harder and store smarter. And the 

Drawer System’s top deck is great for what it’s designed to do — hold up to 2,000 pounds of gear on 

top of the in-bed drawer storage. But when it comes to offering a slip-resistant surface, the recycled 

high-density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic deck can leave some to be desired in inclement weather. The 

new DECKED Traction Mat by SeaDek solves this problem, while adding some color and unique style to 

the Drawer System’s top deck.

“Let’s be honest, in the rain, the Drawer System’s deck can be as slick as a buttered eel on a marble 

floor. The SeaDek Traction Mat brings much-needed grip and traction to the deck,” said DECKED VP 

of Marketing, Greg Randolph. “In addition to holding your gear in place like it’s stuck in quicksand, the 

cushy material creates a soft pad on the deck panels, making it easier on the knees, elbows, and back, 

DECKED’s Drawer System can get a little slick on top. SeaDek solves that.

DECKED Partners with SeaDek to 
Add Traction to Truck Bed Action
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should one be crawling around back 

there.”

DECKED partnered with SeaDek to add 

traction and all-weather grip to its Draw-

er System because of SeaDek’s expertise 

in marine flooring, which spans nearly 

four decades. SeaDek is renowned in 

the boating industry for creating the 

original marine non-slip flooring solu-

tion. SeaDek is the industry’s largest, 

most trusted supplier and installer of 

non-skid products.

The DECKED SeaDek Traction Mat is 

router-cut to match the topography and 

geometry of the DECKED Drawer System 

for uninhibited access to stored gear, 

and does not interfere with Drawer 

System removal or reinstallation. What’s 

more, removal leaves no residue or fragments 

should one decide it isn’t their cup of tea.

Installation is super easy. The 6mm-thick Traction 

Mat comes with an adhesive back which performs 

like a giant sticker. Users simply start at the tail-

gate end of the bed, remove the first few inches of 

the protective film covering the adhesive surface, 

align it and stick it to the deck panel, then slowly 

begin peeling the backing off and pressing the 

mat to the panel as they go. 

Traction Mat is priced at $525 and available for 

5’6” and 6’6” full-size truck and cargo van DECKED 

systems, as well as 5’1” and 6’1” mid-size truck 

and cargo van DECKED systems. Customers eager 

to check out the DECKED Seadek Traction Mat 

for themselves can learn more on the dedicat-

ed product page: https://decked.com/products/

seadek-traction-mat.

DECKED Drawer System Highlights:

• Designed for the outdoorsman, contractor, 

weekend warrior, enthusiast or anyone that 

uses their truck for more than transportation, 

DECKED drawers organize and secure your es-

sentials out of the elements while maintaining 

use of the bed

• Each full-length side-by-side drawer can hold 

up to 200 pounds of gear

• Lockable drawers provide added security and 

protection behind closed tailgate

• Flat-top deck covers just above wheel wells 

and boasts a 2,000-pound payload capacity, 

perfect for loading up heavy objects like ATVs 

https://decked.com/products/seadek-traction-mat
https://decked.com/products/seadek-traction-mat
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CIRCUIT IDENTIFICATION GOT YOU DOWN? 
WHY NOT TRACE OUTSIDE THE BOX!!

INTRODUCING “CIRCUIT MAPPER”™ 
THE ULTIMATE IN CIRCUIT LOCATING 

FROM TASCO

Additional Info / Orders 
1-800-999-9952

Unconditionally Guaranteed 
30 Day Trial Available!

The Circuit Mapper™, model CMT42DS, is the only device of its’ kind that locates 
multiple branch circuits of wiring systems with a single transmitter and receiver!

• Determine which breakers are serving specific branches in seconds.
• Digital signal for utmost accuracy.
• Locate up to 84 branches concurrently. *with additional transmitter
• Save time and money by greatly reducing manhours.

TASCO, INC. • 2895 W. OXFORD AVE., #7 • ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110 
(303)762-9952 www.tasco-usa.com

Transmitter 
Connects
at Panel

LED Readout 
Indicates 

Specific Circuit

or motorcycles, or for use as a sleeping 

platform

• Weatherproof seals keep gear and tools dry

• Built for full-size and mid-size trucks and 

cargo vans

About DECKED

Based in Ketchum, Idaho, with production facili-

ties and manufacturing in Defiance, OH, and St. 

George, UT, DECKED designs, engineers, and man-

ufactures storage and organization products for 

pickup trucks and cargo vans. Since 2014, DECKED 

has been passionately dedicated to making work-

ing and recreating out of trucks and vans more 

efficient, safe, and convenient. To learn more visit 

https://decked.com/  or call 208-806-0251

www.decked.com    •

http://clickmetertracking.com/tasco
http://http://clickmetertracking.com/emarsinc
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https://decked.com/
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• Buccaneer Rope 

22319 Alabama Hwy.79 

Scottsboro, Al 35768 

800-358-7673 

www.bucrope.com 

• Cleanfix Reversable Fans 

250 Wright Blvd. 

Stratford, ON, CN N4Z1H3 

866-489-3267 

www.cleanfix.org 

• Conduit Repair 

761 Enterprise Dr. # 1 

St. George, UT 84790 

800-670-1804 

www.conduitrepair.com 

• Greaves USA 

30 Industrial PK. 

Centerbrook,CT. 06409 

800-243-1130 

www.greaves-usa.com 

• Hogg Davis 

3800 Eagle Loop 

Odell, OR. 97031 

855-883-4909 

www.hoggdavis.com

• Manitex USA 

3000 S. Austin Av. 

Georgetown, TX. 78626 

877-314-3390 

www.manitex.com 

• M.B. Crushers 

8730 Technology Way 

Reno, NV. 89521 

855-MBCRUSH 

www.mbcrusher.com 

• Morooka USA 

11191 Air Park Rd. 

Ashland, VA. 23005 

www.morooka.com 

• Morbark 

8507 S. Winn RD. 

Winn, MI. 48896 

800-831-0042 

www.morbark.com 

• Ring Power 

9901 Ringhaven DR. 

Orlando, FL. 32824 

407-855-6195 

www.ringpower.com 

• Rome Plows 

475 N.6th. St.  

Cedartown, GA. 30125 

770-748-4450 

www.romeplow.com 

• Terex Utilities 

1901 -14th AV. N.W. 

Watertown, SD. 57201 

800-233-2972 

www.terex.com 

• U.T.V. INTERNATIONAL 

8850 Danley Rd. 

Quebec,CN. H4T1M4 

514-345-0990 

www.utvint.com 

• Yale Cordage 

77 Industrial Park Rd. 

Saco, ME. 04072 

207-282-3396 

www.yalecordage.com

Monthly Buyer’s Guide
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AN EMPLOYEE OWNED COMPANY

DON’T BITE OFF MORE  
 THAN YOU CAN CHEW 
 …OR LESS

TWO-STAGE CUTTING CHAMBER
Thoroughly process material with the exclusive 
two-stage cutting chamber featuring an 
adjustable primary shear bar.

EXCLUSIVE DEPTH GAUGE DESIGN
The key to maximizing productivity from a 
mulching attachment is not to bite off too  
much – or too little – material at one time. 
That’s why we gave the new Battle Ax rotor 
unique depth gauges that optimize the  
material feed rate to always keep the  
machine operating at top efficiency.

LOFTNESS.COM

LOW AND HIGH FLOW SKID STEERS & 
EXCAVATORS 10,000 LBS - 88,000 LBSBATTLE AX

http://clickmetertracking.com/loftness
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